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America's Most Comprehensive Law School Newspaper
"~To deprive a man of his
opinion is to rob posterity
and the existing genera-
tion. If it be right, then
they are deprived of ex-
changing error for truth.
If it be wrong, they are
deprived of illuminating
the impression of truth as
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PICTURED ABOVE are the members of the 1965-66 Hastings
Moot Court Board gathered in the Moot Court Room which
will be the site of the SnodgrassMemorial competion.
EvmTe avi Er nogre Moot utCmeiinwl
United States.3 r Y
The MootiCourtSPograsMotur ofmuaei aigpetrton wsill
begasingis enoyanexcelent rep- veGeor .STves, cmetlythen
utdatntugoutargt the stattan Dean fthSniversyofwash-b
cthlrstanheenisfortuna theegton anwcolasits ortad-
in0 artingilaing sjurists, ifromn f-h lres n h
The Calif ou rent orofa viorth isneahav irmanrofsthe
judtigeoyhenSupreenourotetrgNSevCm etiinsFreemanth
Hationgs;hromghutt heae alionia Deaneofthermebersof Wthe
Fc ob, R aymoenfoE.uPetes ichardo H.L alSonlousitsade-
and CalfrPaeek;hfro it aDs-hasrichyar 0.aFraordone
tudiet on-thofAppel:esidingof eGrrCetit iohyiJFHacman
Justice ACF.ur:AsoandJuss.MobeCortBJaesntarFrtd F.
RaycmdL.SuianandE Johners Lichtrm. anWlliamnK.Lose,
BnMoliaaliPeand from theDSup- hDav ic.htal0.FranelB.rMc-
nr Cour-t of pe:PesidJdg.Fe, Jrttmo tisJ.ArnoldaG,
Harold Caulfield, Judges Ray- Regardie, Stanley M. Roden,
mond J. Arata, John W. Bussey, Merritt I. Sher, Jeffrey L. Smith,
Walter Cai-peneti, Joseph Kar- John R. Thomas, Jr., and Law-
esh, Geirald S. Lev~in, Fi-ancis Mc- rence W. Thorpe.
Cart;i and Chai.les S. Perry. Lead- T nuetecniudhg
lag memiber-s of the Califoinia quality of the Program, each
B a 1, -;ho have contiibuted much member of the Moot Court Board
to success of the Program has devoted part of his summer
are L olu Ashe, Mli elB vacation to the careful research
GI a Roy Bronson, Willie of some interesting facet of the
Br-owia, Ncahan Cohn, George T. law and has drawn up a problem
Davis. Mansfield Davis, Robert based on this research. This work
1-esky.1. T.Eh-lich, John Eliot, has produced a diversity of
1waFleischmann, Keith Fra- stimulating controversial legal
zier, Leo Fr-iedman, David Glick- questions which will be argued
midl, Marlin W. H-aley, Vincent in eveningr rounds at 5:00 and
14ln:-r, Howard K. Jewell, Mar- 8: 00 p.m.
li-ill L'aly, Ben Lerer, Marvin There will be two significant
Lewis, Gar-rett McEnei-ney 11, chane aei hsya'
Carl Metoyci-, Cecil Poole, Keth angsm aetiin intthisoyerar's
Soinon,n Soql Silvermn, Edward Coptin.Frth oval
attorneys and judges added time
to read them. Due to this ex-
tended period as well as to the
increased number of students,
oral arguments must necessarily
run into late March or early
April. The Program has been




Edward Cragen, Hastings Class
of 1952, delivered the opening ad-
dress for the 1965-66 David E.
Snodgrass Moot Court Competi-
tion on Friday morning, Septem-
ber 24, before an S. R. 0. audi-
ence in classroom B.
A criminal trial lawyer for 13
years, Mr. Cragen acted as coun-
sel for the California Supreme
Court appeal of People v. Dora-
do, 61, A.C. 892, and is eminently
qualified as an expert in oral
advocacy.
The topic of his address was
advocacy in general, with special
attention to the problems of Moot
C o u r t argument. Interspersing
anecdotes and personal experi-
ences in his speech, Mr. Cragen
advised Moot Court participants
to be especially aware of the
f acts of their problem and to be
prepared f or interruptions from
the bench while delivering their
argument.
He stress the importance of
identifying oneself with the party
counsel represents and that oral
argument should not be memo-
rized. It is his practice to make
notes of the points he wishes to
stress, in logical order, and to
open argument with a striking or
appealing first sentence. But he
admonished the students t h a t
once that first sentence has been
spoken, they must be well pre-
pared to go on from there.
Curiously, Mr. Cragen was of
the opinion that in his experience
only in Dorado did oral argument
make a real impression on the
court. Along this line, he stated
that in preparing an appellate
brief, it is important to Sheper-
dize all cases, to know opponents'
convention at Sacramento in Sep-
tember, the Hastings Alumni As-
sociation elected the following
officers for 1965-66: President,
Hon. John W. Preston, Jr. '35;
Vice -presidents: R o b e r t T.
Adams, '35, Harold S. Dobbs, '42,
Martin E. F i e 1 d, '41, Ben K.
Lerer, '33, and Kneeland H. Lob-
ner, '44; Secretary: Henry C.
Krivetsky, '60; Treasurer: Ray-
mond L. Hanson, '36. Those at
the luncheon also witnessed Jus-
tice A. F. Bray, '10, make the
presentation of "Hastings Man
Of the Year" to Mr. Sidney M.
Ehrman, ' 98.
At the California Bar Conven-
tion held in Sacramento, James
K. Batchelor, Hastings '59, was
elected Second Vice-President of
the Conference of Bairisteis for
the year 1965-66.
PROFESSOR ANDERSON AND MR. ROTHWELL confer with
student members of Legal Clinic Board. Pictured left to right
are Merritt Slier, John Garrett, Prof. Anderson, Mr. Ro%-%hwelf,
and Richard A. Dumke.____
Did you ever ask yourself, "What am I going to do when
I get my first client?" For the fledging lawyer, this often
presents a perplexing situation. More often than not, he is
inept in fact gathering, unfamiliar with the steps leading to
trial, and unaware of the workings of the various city, coun-
ty, state and federal agencies operating in his community;
with which he will frequently be drawn into contact.
Cecil Poole, U.S. Attorney for
the Ninth Circuit, spoke last year be to work with the agencies and
at the Phi Delta Phi legal frater- law offices in scheduling the stu-
nity's faculty dinner of the need dent observation. The student
for an opportunity for the stu- committee is made up of Richard
dent to become familiar with the A. Dumke, John Garrett. Stan
w o r k i n g mechanisms of law Roden, and Merritt Sher.
offices and governmental agen- The Legal Clinic will consist of
cies while in law school. Mr. ten class hours a semester given
Poole f elt that this part of one's by Professor Anderson devoted
training is as important as that to fact finding techniques as a
which is gained through the tra- basis for properly solving the
ditional method of law school in- client's problem. Emphasis will
struction. be on a responsible professional
Prof. Bradway
Hastings Professor John S.
Bradway recognized the need for
a program that would make the
transition from law student to
lawyer a smooth process. Be-
cause Hastings is located in the
heart of San Francisco, it was
possible to make Hastings Legal
Clinic one of the finest and most
extensive in the United States.
On leaving at the end of last
year Professor Bradway turned
the program over to Professor
Marvin J. Anderson, and Mr.
Thomas H. Rothwell.
Professor Anderson has long
been interested in law school-
community relationships. Cur-
rently Professor Anderson takes
charge of the clinic along with
his other duties as Professor of
administrative 1 a w, Assistant
Dean, Registrar, and head of the
Hastings placement service. Mr.
Rothwell has worked with the
legal clinic for the past few years
as head of the Legal Aid Society.
He also taught Criminal law last
year at Hastings during Profes-
sor Harno's illness.
A id in g Professor Anderson
and Mr. Rothwell will be f our
students whose primairy job will
approach to finding facts neces-
sary for building cases in many
different areas of law.
Practical Application
During the semester for ap.
proximately three hours per day
for five weeks the student wilt
have an opportunity to apply the
knowledge that he has learned
in the class in law offices and
with various public agencies.
After gathering facts the stu-
dent will consult with the at-
torney advisor with whom he is
working, as to the possible dis-
position of the case and the prob-
lems involved. If the case does
go to trial the student follows
the case through the various
steps to completion.
This year ten law offices are
participating with Hastings in
the clinic program. They are:
Hoberg, Finger, Bi-own & Abram-
-- Continued on Page 3
ALL FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
are reminded that they must
register as law students with the
State Bar within three months
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Deanship
After the Army, Professor Car-
penter was offered the Deanship
at St. Louis University Law
School. This position he held for
one year prior to going into busi-
ness as house counsel for Wilson
Brothers and Associates. He left
there in 1951 and returned to
school to earn his A.M. degree
in 1952, the same year that he
joined the faculty at Loyola
University of Chicago and began
his teaching career. After teach-
ing as an Associate Professor
from 1954 to 1956 he -became a
full Professor of Law in 1956.
Professor Carpenter has
written no books but has con-
tributed greatly to legal litera-
ture through his writings on
niumerous topics in various legal
periodicals. He and Dean Gris-
wold "crossed swords" after writ-
ing his critique on the latter's
book, "The Fifth Amendment
Today," only later to be com-
mended by the Dean and also
commented on in the American
Bar Journal.
Aside from his many activities
in the legal profession and being
a member of the Bar Association
of New York City and the Amer-
ican Ba-,r Association, Professor
Carpenter has always tried to
find time to indulge in his fa-
vorite outside activity, sailing.
He regrets that he has not kept
up with it in the past few years.
Not having practiced law since
1941, he has devoted most of his
energies to teaching. He says
that he prefers the smaller
classes that he is accustomed
to at Loyola, because there is
greater teacher student contact,
which he f eels is so vital to the
learning of law.
On Cal Bar
Of California law and Califor-
nia's "integrated" Bar Associa-
tion, Prof essor Carpenter has
nothing but praise, stating that
it "gives leadership to the whole
country." The combining of the
Bar Association and the State
Bar- as followed by 15-20 states,
E. VNW M IDal
The Hastings Intramural
Program began October 7.
This month launched the
first attempt at a student or-
ganized athletic program in
over a decade. Its success or
failure depends upon en-
thusiastic support. Intramur-
als this year should be an ex-
cellent opportunity to burn
off excess anxiety and utilize
your Blue Cross.
Each section is represented
with a seven man gridiron
delegation this fall. The
seven teams are split up into
two leagues, with a double
elimination round robin to
determine the winner. The
morning sections compete in
Slick's League, the afternoon
sections in Tricky Dick's.
The champions of the re-
spective leagues will play-
off at the end of the season
for the school championship.
The "Hastings Bowl" will be
held the last Friday before
Christmas vacation.
The pigskin regulations
this year will be intricate.
Time will be kept by twenty
minute running halves. All
ties will be eliminated with
a sudden death four down
from scrimmage system. The
most points and or yardage
will control the outcome.
For all you athletic sup-
porters who are fed up with
the Berkeley Saturday after-
noon fiascos, the battle of the
Hastings skinned pigs should
be worth your attendance
ndr anictiveprticipatin.
The resurgent Hastings Law
Forum has recently announced
a vigorous and interesting diet
of speakers to be presented
throughout the coming year.
Most recently the Forum played
host to Mr. Vincent Hallinan,
controversial San Francisco law-
yer. The committee, composed of
Bernie Nebenzahl, III-A. Dick
Dumke, Ill-A, Tom Campbell,.:
III-A, Ted Stiles Ill-B, and Duke
DeHaas Ill-B have worked dil-
igrently throughout the summer
months to compile a list of
speakers which are sure to be of
interest to all Hastings students.
Somec of the Speakers to be
presented will include Robert
Newell of the John Birch Society
on the subject of "Why We Need
A John Birch Society," while
on the other side of the spectrum
a speaker (to be announced) will
explain "Why We Don't Need a
John Birch Society." Lisa Hobbs,
well known San Francisco Ex-
aminer reporter, will speak on
her recent trip to Red China.
Other well known personages
such as Chief Justice Traynor
and President Lyndon Johnson
have been tentatively contacted
and the committee is hopefully
awaiting response.
The work of the committee
consists in deciding on and con-
tacting prospective speakers, set-
ting the speaking dates on cam-
pus and generally publicizing
the event both on and off cam-
pus. At the moment the Forum
has openings for first and second
year students who would be in-
terested in such interesting and
rewarding work. Applications
should be by letter, placed in
the "law Forum" mail box in
the student body office, room 201.
which was used by the Moot
Court Board to assign rounds -ac-
cording to the approximate time
desired by each student.
Prizes
The Competition will conclude
in the presentation of prizes to
those participants who have
shown excellence in both the
writing of briefs and oral ad-
vocacy. The $1500 worth of law
books to be awarded include
complete sets of Witkin on Cali-
fornia Law and McKinney's Di-
gest as well as an array of valu-
able research tools.
Prizes and the perfection of
fuiidamental legal skills are not
the only consequences to those
who excel in the competition.
Winners are in a favorable posi-
tion to become members of next
year's Moot Court Board which
is selected by the outgoing Board
and approved by Dean Sammis.
A prize-winning score is certain-
ly not conclusive on the old
Board's decision, but it does
have significant bearing upon
qualifications of each applicant
in that it shows both interest in
the Program and a grasp of the
fundamental principles u p o n
which the Competition is based.
The Moot Court Board cordial-
ly invites all students, their
friends and families to attend
the oral arguments which prom-
ise to be exciting and informa-
tive to everyone.
HASTINGS WIVES at one of last years Wives Lecture series.
Members of the Hastings Wives' Club are looking for-
ward to another busy and interesting year. Many new mem-
bers have been recruited from the distaff side of the new
class of 11968, and another very imoprtant "new member"-
Mrs. Marvin Anderson-has graciously accepted the position
of faculty sponsor for the Wives' Club.__
October will be an event--
packed month for the Hastings providing their usual, Saturday
Wives. The Annual Fall Tea, morning food service in the Hast-
held October 3, was the first item ings lounge this year. Coffee.
on the docket. At the tea, new donuts, and hot dogs will, be
and old members alike had the available for those who come
opportunity of meetingr some of down to watch the football games
the members of t he Hastings and talk shop.
faculty and administration, as The Wives' Club is pleased to
well as the chance to renew old announce that Tortes, Tarts, and
f riendships and make new- Other Edible Properties - a
friends during the refreshment cookbook compiled by the Hast-ings Wives last year - is going
period following the short pro- ino ts- ecndpritig son b
gram, popular demand. Copies will be
The wives are not satisfied with available at the November Ba-
one October event; indeed, they zaar, if not before. Keep watch.-
may choose to attend any or all ing Voir Dire for further infor-
of no less than four possible Oe- mation about the cookbook and,
tober happenings. On October 14, the bazaar.
the first of the regular monthly Wives' C 1 u b president, Mrs.
meetings (always held on the Arnold Reagardie, has announced
second Thursday of the month) that there will. be another law
is scheduled. Mr. Casoly w i 11I lecture series for Hastings Wives
speak to the wives on the sub- this spring, starting in February.,
ject of the history of San Fran- Professor Powell has once again.
cisco. Mr. Casoly is from the donated his time, talent and en.-
Southern Pacific Railroad, and ergy to organizing the lecture
is well versed in San Francisco series and g e t t 1 n g qualified
lore. He promnises to prepare speakers from the legal pi-ofes-
native San Franciscans as well -sion. The topic this year will be
as newcomers to the Bay Area Family Law. More information
with bits. of information sought will be available at a later date
by visiting friends, relatives, and cocrig!oksinn)p
strangers z wanting a tour of the and who may attend.
City and surrounding areas. M e m b e r s of the Hastings
Bridg an Spagetti Wives' Club executive board are
Bridg andSpagetti hoping that many of the wives
The third event in October is will take advantage ofk the actiy
an unusual one, and it should at- ities sponsored by the club, As
tract all Hastings Wives who usual, money raised by the food
play bridge and would like to sales, barbecue, and other Wives'
meet other bridge players. The Club events will be used to keep
Wives' bridge chairman, Dorothy the student loan fund going andl
Hurley has planned a spaghetti will enable the Wives' Club to
dinner for members interested offer scholarships to deseiving
in forming bridge groups. The students, as we have done in the
dinner will be held at the "Sky past.
assorted girl friends are all cor- H
dially invited to attend. T h 1 TH
event is one of the most fun*
things the wives sponsor all year,
so make plans now to attend. The o
date to save is October 23. For a O R D C
nominal fee, steak, salad, French
bread, and beer will be provided,*
so it's a bargain meal as well as
a welcome outing for students Call: 552-1797
wanting a respite from the books.
The -Hastings Wives will, be ______________
Wed, Oct. 20, 1965Hastifts College of t e w
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Two univeisities-Georgetown
and Chicago-will establish insti-
tutes designed to help improve
criminal justice under grants of
$1 million each, according to a
recent announcement by the
Ford Foundation.
Georgetown University's insti-
tute, to be set up at its law cen-
ter, will conduct i-esearch and
demonstration projects in the
Washington, D.C. area. The Uni-
versity of Chicao's law school
will establish an institute to con-
duct a research-or-iented progr-am
in law enforcement, corr-ections,
and delinquency.
In addition, the Foundation an-
nounced a $680,000 grant to the
American Bar Foundation for
studies of the national cost of
criminal-law administration, the
disposition of chronic - d i- u n k
cases, and vaiious problems of
legal r-epresentation in criminal
c ases.
"Recent decisions by the United
States Supreme Court and other
courts have emphasized the need
for dr-astic changes in the ci-imi-
nal-justice process," said Paul N.
Ylvisaker, director of the Founda-
tion's Public Affairs program.
"Yet society's efforts to cope with
the problem have been piecemeal
and spasmodic. Today's grants
are designed to bring the re-
soui-ces of educational institu-
tions to bear, through research
and experiment, on the adminis-
tration of better criminal jus-
t ic e "
Geor-getown University's Insti-
tute for Criminal Law and Pi-oce-
dur-e will use its gi-ant fot- ie-
search and demonstration proj-
ects selected by a policy board
i-epreseintingr organizations con-
Pcei n"d with. the -dministr-ation of
criminal justice. These will in-
elude the courts of the District of
Columbia and the United States
Supreme Couit, local bar associa-
tions, p o Iii e e and corrections
agencies, and other universities.
Among the pi-ospects being-
planned by the Georgetown in-
stitute is a pr-etrial psychiatric
clinic wher e certain defendants
will iundr-go n ptrial meantal e-
as staff Attorney-In-Charge of
the Society's Federal Criminal
Defense Office, effective October
11 1965, Mr Hewitt will replace
Valentine C. Hammack who is re-
tiring* due to ill health after
seven months yeoman service or-
ganizino- thol office and comi-
,mencing operations. Mir. Hewitt
attended Catholic Univer-sity of
Am-erica andt the Univet-sity of
Richintd, Vt. wh e re he re-
ceived ao LL.B. in 1955,lie
sc-l'ved as an attorney for the
Tm m igta t io and Naturalization
Sei'vtc, from IPJ1955to 1960 and as
an A.; -tstairt United. States At-
tornegfor 1h-o Noithern District
of California from 1930 until ap-
pointedl staft ttAor-ney for the So-
ctI-f y0o1 far-ch 1, 1965, 1inugua-
tiot of t h e Sockiety's Federal
CrmnlD-,2'ese 0 f f i c e on
Matrh-1, 1.2.635 was miade possible
by thle coopeiration of all of the
Judges of the District Cour-t fo-
the Nor-thern Distr-ict of Califoi--
nia, The San Ft-ancisco Bar As-
sociatioii, the Lawyers Club of
Sari Francisco and a giant ft-om
the National Defender Pi-oject of
the National Legal Aid and De-
now required. The existence of a
facility unconnected with gover-n-
ment hospitals is expected to en-
courage lawyers to seek exam-
inations for their clients, and to
bring more psychiatrists from
private practice into contact with
problems involving the criminal
law. The clinic will provide more
thorougoh examination than is
usually given, and will encourage
the use of relevant psychiatric
information in sentencing. Also,
the systematic data obtained by
the clinic is expected to provide
crime.
The Georgetown institute will
also conduct a rehabilitation proj-
ect, in which a social worker
and a psychologist will work with
a control group of defendants im-
mediately a f t e r indictment to
ptrepare rehabilitation plans for
submission to the probation of-
ficer or judge if the accused is
found guilty, or to help him meet
his pr-oblems if he is acquitted.
Welfare agencies and local uni-
versities will cooperate. In par-
ticular, a defendant will be pro-
vided with legal counsel with
whom to correspond while in
prison and to represent him be-
fore the parole board. Efforts to
obtain employment for the de-
fendant upon his release will be
made in cooperation with the
Board of Prisons.
Other pilot projects being,
planned by the Georgetown insti-
tute deal with the selection of
pr-obation officers, and with vol-
untary disclosure of information
in criminal cases. In the first, the
institute will attempt to match
case assignments to the attitudes
and techniques of individual of-
f icets to determine whether
fewer offenders return to previ-
ous ciminal habits under the in-
fluence of specific personality
traits of such "matched"' proba-
tion officers. In the second, the
institute will encouragre volun-
tary mutual disclosure of infor-
mation-repo-ts, documents, and
other evidence -to prosecutors
as well as def ense lawyers to
evaluate the advantages and dis-
advantag--es to each side and to
ing of thirteen university pt-o-
fessors (seven from Chicago and
six from other univet-sities) and
twelve member-s drawn from the
judiciary and other private aglen-
cies, will counsel and assist the
center. Among the projects al-
ready planned ate:
e An evaluation of defender
services for indigen., i.s with spe-
cial attention to the role of social
worket-s in such progi-ams;
*A demonsti-ation project on
the need of legal assistance on
civil mat-ters for indigyent pris-
oner~s-
* Development of standat-d po-
lice, judicial, and correctional
statstics in Illinois to serve as a
national model;
* Establishment of a regional
planninag gioup to coordinate the
introduction and evaluation of
new ti-eatment methods in cor-
rection:
e Evaluative research ont "half -
way house" and other communi-
ty-treatment experiments as an
altei-native to imprisonment, and
assistance to public and pi-ivate
agrencies planning such facilities;
*A reexamination of the
juvenile court as a means of re-
conciling conflicts between child
welfare and delinquency control;
o A two-month study of the
Swedish prison system, which is
considered by many scholars to
be the most advanced in the
world.
The grant to the American Bar
Foundation (A.B.F.) - which is
also located in Chicagyo along
with the National Legal Aid and
Defender Association, the Amer-
ican Judicature Society and other
national legal organizations-will
enable the A.B.F. to undertake a
six-year progrram on aspects of
criminal-justice administration.
The A.B.F. will undertake three
principal studies-of the cost of
the criminal process, of chronic
police-case inebriates, and of le-
gal representation in ciiminal
cases:
* The first study will attempt
to estimate the cost of admin-
istering the criminal law on a
national basis. To obtain this esti-
mate, the A.B.F. will divide the
entire criminal p r o c e s s into
stages from commission of a
crime to case tei-mination, and
determine the cost to society of
each stage. One representative
state and some other sample
jurisdictions will be chosen, and
the figures projected to a na-
tional level in an attempt to find
out how much better justice-in.
detection, detention, pr-osecution,
and other aspects-will cost.
* The study of chronic police-
case inebriates-known to absorb
a large part of police energies-
is designed to yield a picture of
the problems nationally and pro-
vide an incentive for widei- at-
tention to the pi-oblem. Seeking
to determine alternate ap-
proaches, the study will cover
pr-oblems and policies of police
administration, application of the
"drunk law" in the courts, and
administration of social set-vice
agencies.
* The studies in ctiminal cases
will be divided into thi-ee pai-ts.
One will deal -with the legal rep-
resentation of indigents in mis-
demeanor cases, to deteimine
how far the decision in Gideon v.
Continued from Page 1-
son; Bankroft, Avery & McAlis-
ter; Bronson, Bronson & McKin-
non; Low, Ball & Morton; Bishop
& Barry; Morgan & Moscone;
Garrett, Speier, Krivetsky &
Watson; Robert Miller, Esq.;
Lawrence Livingston, Esq.; Jay
Jackson, Esq.
The p u b 1 i c administrative
agencies that will participate
this year are the Legral Aid So-
ciety, City Attorney, Disti-ict At-
torney, Public Defender (coun-
ty), Federal Defender, Industrial
Accident Commission, and Juve-
nile Coui-t.
Upon completion of the coui-se
the student should have leat-ned
a professional approach. to the
attot-ney client relationship. He
should f eel confidence with
those first difficult clients in
knowing that he understands the
workings of law offices, and puib-
lie agencies. Most important he
will know the questions to ask
to extract the necessary facts for
the most advantageous disposi-
tion of the particular client's
problem.
Aw MW For,,- rants ltnco-ura....,ed G ago
Ab1su dy of Crime ok,-ctlvlty
Reseat-ch E ditors: Tom Boyle, Mr. Kuhn was born November
Bob Crabtree, Mike Kelley, Guy 23, 1905, in Memphis, Tenn.,
Kornblum. where he attended St. Thomas
Current Developments Editor: Parochial School and Christian
Hugh Johnston. Brothers High School. He attend-
Book Review Editor: Alan ed Christian B r ot h e r s Highi
Vogl.
Publications Editors: G r if f
Humphrey, Tom Malcolm.
Staff: Pat Bailey, Larry Blunt,
Mike Dowlingj., Richard Dumke,
Paul Goorjian, Emmett Harringr-
ton, Bill Horton, Lee Jarnagin,
Homer Jones, John Lewis, John
Liebert, James Mahoney, Lindell
Marsh, John McGlynn, Gerald
Riggs, Rob Wellington.
The American Jurdicatui-e So-
ciety recently annouinced th e
election of four prominent mem-
bet-s of the Califotrnia Bar to its
Board of Dir-ectors. The new
members are t h e Honorable
Louis H. But-ke, of Montebello,
Mr. John A. Sutto, of San Fran-
cisco, iMrt. Augustus F. Mack, of
Los Angyeles and the Honorable
Rober-t J. Trayirt of Berkeley.
Justice Burke was further hon-
ored by being elected to the vice-
ptresidency of the Society.
The elections were held at the
American Judicature Society's
annual meeting, this year held
at Miami Beach. Florida.
School and Catholic University of
America before earningr both his
bachelor of arts and law degt-ees
fi-om the University of Michigan,.
He was admitted to the bar of
Tennessee in 1934. He now is
a partner in the Memphis law
fit-i of McDonald, Kuhn, Mc-.
Donald, Crenshaw & Smith.
He is married to the former
Mattie Mahaffey. They have thr-e
sons, Philip, a graduate of Tulane
Univet-sity Law School; Barry a
s t u d e n t at the University of
Michi gan, and Brian, a student at
Christian Brothei-s High School,
of the stud nt. Serving t o-ld puroe tejoralig
rAdvefnce forththe usuetftotyand appreciatet
analysis of legal problems contained therein and provides a
medium whereby the student himself may express his opin-
ions and theories on various phases of the law brought into
focus by recent decisions.
The Journal consists of five 1W EN At
classes of articles: lead articles; R
comments; case notes; recent de- WMKl
cisions and book reviews. The
lead articles are written by A4 - miyRIo ~ ~
eminent legyal authorities. The Edward W. Kuhn,ofMmhs
comments, case notes, and recent Tenn., was sworn in last August
cases are written by qualified as t he 89th' president of the
students on more limited fields American Bar Association. At the
of law suggested by current same time Orison S. Marden of
court opinions. The book revi-elo' New York City began his one-
section contains reviews of cur- year term as president-elect of
rent publications authored by the 120,000-member Association.
juristic writers. Mr. Kuhn, 59, a practicing at.-
The Journal is staffed and op- torney in Memphis for more than
erated entirely by students who 30 years, received the president's
qualify by obtaining a high gavel from the retiring presi-
scholastic average. First pub- dent. Lewis F. Powell., of
lished 16 years ago as an intra- Richmond, Va., at the final As-
mural review twice a year the sembly session of t h e annual
journal has grown to its current meeting in Miami Beach.
stature with four issues pub- In: addition to his long years of
lished annually. service to the bar, Mr. Kuhn has
This year's opening issue in held many civic and professional
October will be concerned with posts. lie was for seven yeais
Criminal Law and Procedure. assistant city attorney of Mem-
Torts will be the topic of issue phis and also a former assistant
No. 2 in December, to be follow- district attorney general.
ed by Pre-emption in March and He was president of both the
a final non-topical issue with ar- Memphis and Shelby County Bar
tidles of greneral interest in May. Association and the Tennessee
Th Zora> s ietdb Bar Association. He a 1 s o has
ProessornGcorgesditensandset-ved 3as president of the Asso-
thoesediorinces Georgenad ciation of Insurance Attorneysi
Nock Thy ae asised y a and as a directet- of the American
Editorial Board of fourteen third Judicatue Siety.mmiHeeis a for
year students and a staff of si e-xxctiecomteemm
teen ti-ersuenstdn ber of the National Conference
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"How to make money practicing law while remaining
;completely honest" was the inspirational title of the presen-
tation by that noted idealist and philosopher of legal ethics,
Vincent Hallinan. To be a successful lawyer, asserted Halli-
nan, one must be a "liar and a hypocrite." It is a "dog eat
dog world; your best friend will stab you in the back to make
a buck." Given this state of affairs, a lawyer must merely be
"the fustest with the mostest," and out-lie, connive, mislead
and beguile his opponent.
Mr. Hallinan concluded his display with the simple com-
mnent that it is impossible to make money practicing law
while remaining completely honest.
This disgusting display of one lawyer's attitude of para-
noic distrust, coupled with tasteless and irrelevant political
asides and downright misstatements of fact, served only to
present the worst possible picture of what an attorney can
be. "Power is money; the only time that justice prevails is
where the power is equal on both sides." And, another: "In
the United States, 5% of the people own 85% of the wealth
of the country" The latter statement-one of the not quite
relevant asides-had a ring of truth, until one stopped to
think that Mr. Hallinan's fiures were based on the total
worth of the corporate stocks listed on the exchanges-and
that the aggregate of wealth of the United States can hardly
be limited to this one factor.
But we digress, even as the eminent alumnus of the
federal penitentiary. digressed. Mr. Hallinan's assertions of
the nature of the practice of law should be taken as nothing
BIRCH TREE
"Handbook of Guerilla Warfare," "Why Impeach Earl
Warren," "The Negro in Soviet America," "Martin Luther
King at a Communist Training School," these are the names
of some of the articles recently posted prominently on the
Young Republicans bulletin board. These articles are with-
out a doubt the greatest collection of trash ever accumulated
in any one place, at any one time. We are both appalled and
ashamed that an organization composed of future members of
the legal profession would condone such methods of char-
acter and race assassination. We fully realize that the YR's
are a political organization but the political worth of said
articles is nil except to a sick and warped mind,.
The hierarchy of the Hastings Young Republicans has
pleaded innocence and fraily claimed that they have no con-
trol over what their members place on the board. They have
argued that to ask members to limit themselves to club busi-
iness would be a form of censorship and just could not be
dlone. We would remind the YR's that along with every right
there exists a corresponding duty. The right to publish and
to speak are not absolutes but are tempered by the duties to
remain within the bounds of decency and publish and speak
the truth, not merely half-truths. We feel confident that if
a YR member were to post vote for Gov. Brown signs upon
the board a form of "censorship" would be quickly enforced.
From the
President
The first order of business
for the Associated Students
is the election of Class Repre-
sentatives from each of the
three classes. The decision to
change the timing of elec-
tions for the representatives
from the close of the year to
the fall of the new year has
resulted in a slight delay in
the pursuit of other council
business. In any event, nom-
ination sheets are now posted
for each section on the bul-
letin board in front of that
section's classroom. It is an-
ticipated that the elections
will take place within a week.
Mutiny Repeat
The first m a j o r social
event of the year will be the
annual Hastings "Mutiny on
the Bay" a dance for those
with a repressed seafaring
urge. The f inal1 date and
other details have yet to be
announced, but it is antici-
pated that the dance will be
sometime in mid-November.
Shortly after the elections
for c 1la s s representative a
slate of amendments to the
Associated Students constitu-
tion will be proposed. The de-
tails of t h e s e proposals,
which will mainly be for the
purpose of bringing the con-
stitution up to date with cur-
rent practice, will be released
within the next two weeks.
Finances
Lastly, the receipts of the
Associated Students, which
come entirely from the dues
requested from the members
of the student body, brought
the treasury up to approxi-
mately $%92800.Of this figure,
tions for the lounge. As soon
as a more precise estimate of
our financial position is de-






Program will again offer to
Hastings students the oppor-
tunity to attend many of the
outstanding plays, concerts
and shows coming to San
Francisco. For years Hast-
ings students and their dates
have had the pleasure of at-
tending such performances
at no cost to themselves or
their dates. As an usher one
"works" for approximately
one-half hour before the
start of the performance and
then is free to seat himself
and enjoy the performance
in comparative serenity in
the knowledge that he has
saved at least $2.50.
Students who wish may
participate in this unique
program by signing for
events as they are posted on
the bulletin board in the
-Continued on Page 5
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Professor Ralph A. Newman
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Once again the time has arrived to open. the doors of
Hastings College of the Law for another academic year. '1 0
those students who are returning for the work of the Second.
or Third Years,. the Faculty and Administration extend con..
gratulations on a job well done and. best wishes for the,, com-
ing year. To those of you who are entering the First, Year
class we als 'o extend congratulations and a hearty welcome-
A few words of counsel may also prove helpful.
At the beginning of your careers as law students you will
be beset (and I use the word advisedly) by a veritable ava-
lanche of information and advice from the members of the
student body who have survived the rigors of the First or
Second Year. All of it will be well intentioned, some of it will
prove helpful and most of it will be erroneous and of little
value. You will be advised as to the best canned briefs to
secure, the best canned summaries to use, and directed. to
the leading coaching course, or courses, which will bring you
high grades in all of your First Year subjects. You, will be
given a complete rundown on each faculty member, his pet
likes and dislikes, and the absolutely sure fire formula for,
the type of examination answer required by each of your in-
structors. Unfortunately, none of these shortcuts will do you
the slightest bit of good and all of them will be harmful,
there is no substitute for personal hard work. The fact that
the indivdual who so generously shares his formula with you
has survived academically is a tribute to his ability rather
than his system, and he probably would have done much
better without it. You will hear rumors of administrative and.
faculty policy, all of which will turn out to be inaccurate;
most of them will have no foundation in either fact or fancy.
Ignore them.
The study of law', as you will quickly discover, is far
different from the studies of your undergraduate days. It is
infintely more demanding in terms of time and of mental,
application than any course of study that the majority of
you have pursued heretofore. However, for those of you
willing to expend the time and effort the rewards are sub-
stantial.
The enteringr class of 1965 is the most highly selected
class in the history of the College. Applications were closed,
except in most unusual cases, on April 1 when more than
1500 applications for approximately 400 First Year seats had
been received. With more than three students for each avail-
able seat, admissions were necessarily restricted to those ap-
plicants whose college records and aptitude test scores indi-
cated the highest possibility of success in the study of law.
The attrition rate in the First Year class dropped sharply in
the Spring of 1965, and should drop even more sharply in
th SpigoV96
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Phi Delta Phi
Phi Delta Phi is the oldest
prof essional f raternity in
America and today boasts a
membership approaching the
70,000 mark. Pomery Inn at
Hastings was the Sixth Inn
of the Organization which
now includes some 86 chap-
ters in the United States and
Canada. The fraternity
places strong emphasis on
the unity between students
and barristers, affording an
opportunity for many last-
ing. friendships with fellow
members of the legal profes-
sion. Membership in the fra-
ternity is not intended for
student days alIon e, but
serves the lawyer in all fac-
ets of his professional career.
Nationally prominent Phi
Delta Phi members include
Chief Justice Earl Warren,
Justice Hugh Black, Senator
Robert F. Kennedy, Senator
Thomas Kuchel, and Secre-
tary of the Interior Thomas
Udall. Phi Delta Phi also
claims Hastings Faculty
member Dean William Pros-
ser.
Phi Delta Phi places pri-
mary emphasis upon the
scholastic achievements of its
members; in the 1964-65 aca-
demic year placed one-fourth
of its membership on the
Hastings Law Journal. To ob-
tain this scholastic excel-
lence the fraternity utilizes
an active seminar program
implemented by the frater-
nity's Thurston Society mem-
bers.
Last but not least Phi Del-
ta Phi off ers the serious law
student a chance to unwind
from the every day drudgery
of law school life and par-
take of the social world
around him. Dances, beer
Delta Law Fraternity has begun
another busy year at Hastings
College of the Law. The first
order of business for the brothers
of PAD, as this fraternity is
known to the College, is its rush-
ing program, designed to in-
terest non-affiliated 1st, 2d and 3d
y e a r students in membership.
Two rushing functions have been
held thus f ar this fall. Both af-
fairs w e r e traditional "brown-
bag-speaker luncheons," at the
first of w h i c h the principal
speaker w a s Dean (and PAD
brother) Arthur M. Sammis. Mr.
Richard E. H. Julien, recently
initiated honorary member and
alumnus, and also a prominent
bay area attorney, spoke at the
second of these gatherings. Mr.
Julien is a member of the Board
of Governors of the American
Bar Association.
PAD Justice (President) Jef-
fer-y Lugash has announced that
the balance of the rushing pro-
gram will include the following
functions:- The W i n e Tasting
Party at Knight's Restaurant; a
beer party at the Hamm's brew-
ery on October 5th at 7:00 p.m.;
a beer bust at Golden Gate Park
on Saturday, October 9; and the
annual Bar-B-Q in So n omna
County on the estate of brother
and D i s t r i c t Representative
Frank Worthington.
A combined social and rushing
function will be a pledge cock--
tail party. Other social events
are presently in the hands of
PAD Social Chairman Rod Wil-
liams. The first social event of
this school year was a cocktail
party for the current member-
ship a 10o n g with certain new
alumni.
On the academic side of PAD
activities, the brothers are plan-
ning seminars for 1st and 2nd
year students, as last year's sem-
inars proved exceedingly helpful
for those who were attentive.
In addition, professor-student dis-
cussion sessions are being ar-
rangred for. PAD also keeps files
of study aids and examinations
for its membership. In keeping
with its concern for success in
law study and the encouragement
thereof, PAD has set up a stu-
dent loan fund in the amount of
$500. On the national 1 e v e 1,
United S t a t e s Supreme Court
Justice a n d Phi Alpha Delta
Brother Tom C. Clark awards his
clerkship position to a member
of the fraternity in his graduat-
ing year.
Zerox Service
This year the fraternity is in-
stituting a service for students
at Hastings College of the Law.
This service will consist of Zerox-
copying not only for participants,
in the Moot Court Competition,
hut for all others as well. It is
hoped that this service can be
offered at substantial savings to
students over rates paid to com-
mercial concerns. Further par-
ticulars will be made available
in the near future.
In light of the active schedule
of events for t h e brothers of
PAD during the 1964-1965 school
year, this year looks like another
promising one. Last year the fra-
ternity conducted a legal con-
clave, arranged a tour of San
Quentin, and held a film and lec-
ture-session on pretrial tech-
niques, as well as a Christmas
Party, numerous cocktail parties,
and the Initiation Banquet Cere-
mony-__ l- At-spring. Ltyr'
M a r s h a 11, Bob Helmenstine;




CANS showed their vitality
by featuring a cocktail party,
Friday, October 1, at Reu-
ben's. Along with an abun-
dance of various liquors and
delectable foods, the YRs
gathered in some eighteen
new members. Another such
party is planned for the up-
coming month, and this time
will include dates.
OTHER OFFICERS ARE
the venerable Barry Gross,
President; Jim Racusin, VP,
Judy Mann, Secretary, and
Treasurer, Bill Hulsy.
A MEETING OF THE YRs
is planned for Tuesday, Oc-
tober 12th, the time will be
posted. The members cor-
dially invite prospective
members to attend; many im-




To you, the average first
year student,. the initial im-
pact of Ha,.stings College of
the Law is as exciting as a
Selective Service notification




and said institution is as per-
sonal and friendly as a land-
lord informing a tenant that
his rent is overdue.
You begin to wonder if the
administration and admis-
sions office isn't staffed with
a multitude of IBM chan-
n e 1 e d linotype machines,
with a stereotyped program
already computed and di-
gested, ready to reply to any
and all pre-registration quer-
ies. And the warmth and in-
formative tone of your ini-
tial correspondence is sur-
passed only by the exuber-
ance of meeting for the first
time the bulldog faced, hy-
pertense, silent and sweaty
brethren of your neophyte
class, on the first day of reg-
istration.
As you stroll expectantly
into the antiseptic edifice
of legal education called
"Hastings," prepared to face
the semi-organized boredom
of registration and orienta-
tion, you take delight at the
small army of fellow class-
men who are about to take
up arms against you in the
ensuing battle of survival at
this, the third largest distrib-
utor of pre-Bar propaganda
in the nation.
To add to your gleeful
mood, you discover that your
living quarters are conven-
iently nestled in the heart of
San Francisco's charming
mere ninety dollars p e r
month.
Class begins. You feel the
tingle of security and confi-
dence; the sureness that
your answer will be the cor-
rect one. A feeling of direc-
tion and assurance swells
your body as you ache to as-
sume the upright position.
(Look to the left; look to the
right; one of those charac-
ters won't . . . ah yes, orien-
tation was inspirational!)
You know that when that
elderly gentleman on the
podium before you requires
your opinion, that the knowl-
edge will flow from your lips
like the surge of the surf at
Waikiki. You wait with your
answer like a cobra poised to
strike. The buzzer sounds,
a n d your disappointment
trails you out the door.
As the fifth week of class
approaches, circumstance be-
gins to worsen. Second and
third year students actually
begin to speak with you. You
discover that Mr. Smith to
your right in class really
does have a first name. The
librarian offers you direc-
tions; the coke machine in
the lounge returns your
change; briefing a case drops
to fifteen minutes; the Crimi-
nal Law professor smiles -
once-; the janitor finds you
a locker; you discover, to
your'disgust, that the cases
begin to make sense-you
learn-reluctantly.
Then, the most dastardly
blow of all falls. You actually
find yourself carrying your
law books in public. You sit
on the Muni with your brief-
case conveniently exposed.
You stride up the steps of
198 McAllister with a sense
of partial belonging. At
lunch, you begin to converse,
within hearing distance of
the attractive blonde in the
that are close, you admit your
fateful circumstance. You're
a student at the West's old-
est and most renowned col-




Continued from Page 4-
main lobby. Married couples
or those social butterflies
wishing to take a date may
also sign the name of the
spouse or friend. Since it is
impossible to accommodate
all, preference is on a first
come first served basis, un-
less otherwise announced.
Due to the intricacies of the
program any failures to at-
tend a signed for perform-
ance will result in castigation'
of the offending party
t h r o u g h disqualification
from further participation in
the program. If tickets are
required time and place of
distribution will be posted.
Dress for the ushers should
be limited to dark suits for
the males and dark dresses
for the females.
Performances for which
ushers will be needed in-
clude performances of the
Actors W or ks h op, "Hello
Dolly," "The Subject Was
Roses," and many others.
Only with continued student
participation for all events
can this unique service to
the Hastings Students con-
tinue. For further informa-
tion students may contact
either Steve Player Ill-A, or
Pete Nathan, Ill-B.
IMPRESSIONS
ul.'A rV.-G. 41A 1 oh c
Phi Alpha Delta is filling
a long felt need at Hastings
with the installation of a
Xerox 914 Copier f or the
benefit of Hastings students.
The copier, to be located in
the Associated Students Of-
fice, Room 201, will be in-
stalled by October 15, 1965.
The greatest benefit is ex-
pected to derive to those stu-
dents engaged in the Moot
C o urt Competition. The
PA.D. Copy Service will pro-
vide the highest quality re-
production of Moot Court
Briefs at the lowest possible
price. This unique service
will, however, not be limited
to Moot Court participants.
Any student wishing to avail
himself of the Xerox copier
will be welcome.
Prices for Xerox copies
will be in three classifica-
tions:
Moot Court Briefs, 7o per
copy; Regular Copies, 9o per
copy; Multilith Mats, 25o per
copy. These prices include
all paper and supplies.
If the Copy Service proves
successful, P.A.D. hopes to
apply the profits to either a
loan or a scholarship fund.
A schedule of hours dur-
ing which the Copy Service
is in operation will be estab-
lished. The Service will be
open at least two hours every
day and a P.A.D. representa-
tive will be available to op-
erate the copier. In addition
to these regular hours, copies
will be run at other times by
appointment. Jim Racusin,
Rod Williams, and Mike
Brown, all of 11-A will be
the Copy Service representa.-
tives and any appointments
Newman C-ompares
a- ch M S Mthods rind .....................
..............
..............
Law u en Ln eneral ..........
The editors of Voir Dire have been kind enough to express their interest in my observa-
tions gathered during several summer vacations, when I have been doing some teaching
and lecturing abroad. My work and travels have taken me in the past few years to France,
Luxenbourg, Belgium, Israel and Brazil. Usually the lectures were given for graduate
students, but in Paris I lectured at a meeting of the Societe Francaise d'Histoire de Droit
to an audience composed of members of the Faculty of Law of the University of Paris;
and in Israel, before a joint session of the Supreme Court and the members of the Law
Faculty. In the student lectures the classes were small and well suited to informal approach,
but my greatest difficulty was to induce the students to participate in discussion.
I was reminded of a con-
versation with Dean Pound dents weire to be permitted mer lectures, lie had been
on this subject- Pound had to ask questions. When my presented by his colleagues
finished a lecture at Ameni- turn came I ventured into with a certificate commend-
canUnierstyandwasrelx-fields which he had not in- ing him derisively f o r his
ing by talking about his ex-cuddihslstotpc, close relationship with t h e
periences in 1951 in teaching and again I f ound the Ger- students.9man students ready to dis-
in Calcutta, and before that cuss new problems, although A story is told of a German
when he was studying law in the other students were well Professor of law who had just
Europe. At Calcutta, he yen- s a tisf i ed to stay within been promoted from the rank
tured one day to depart from bounds. of ausser Ordinarius to that
the usual practice there of LtrwieIwspea-k
lecturing to the students, and Ltr hl a rpr of Ordinarius, equivalent to
presented a question to them. ing for my lecture before the a full professorship. A stu-
No one was willing to under- members of the law faculty of dent who addressed him as
take to answer the question, the University of Paris, I had "Herr ausser Ordinarius" was
although Pound addressed it occasion to use the library, roundly castigated, and re-
to several students in turn. A number of law students minded that the professor
Finally, one of them said that were working there; without had recently been promoted.
they were there to learn from exception, as far as I could For the rest of the conversa-
the lecturer, not to instruct observe, all of t h em were tion each remark of the stu-
him. Pound then suggested copying down long extracts dent was prefaced by "Herr
that the best way to learn f r o0 m textbooks,' seemingly Ordinarius." Finally the pro-
might be through discussion. with the object of reproduc- fessor advised him that it was
T h i s suggestion aroused ing the views of the authors not -necessary to repeat the
conideabe ataonimand rather than subjecting their title with each remark, but
consideablentagoinitsh views to critical analysis. I that it would be sufficient if
frolmewentyvinutsythe was reminded of another re- he "sprinkled it around a lit-
prodb as vigorouslyTar- mark of Dean Pound's, to the tle."
goud backuanedforth.sThen effect that when hie studied Another German professor
Pol udtreturned toemhisoig law he worked mainly with had attained such distinction
matve qu estonan the metod Blackstone's Commentaries, that when a law was enacted
provd areebleto he tu-which he largely memorized, establishingr a mandatory re-
dents. In Germany, Pound re- The thought occurred to me tieen >ge h lwprvd
marked, there was no diffi- that if he had stopped there, ted taealone lwspexempt
culty, especially in seminars, our legal system would have ethrafterheorwexempo-
in getting the students to join progressed much more slo- esrwouleter the clas-
in t h e discussions. He feltl adinvrydffrntd- fsroomoalthudents hcasto
that French students were rect r ions.ent bipresentai their eats.hadt
probably less responsive toretosbepsntithrsas.A
this type of instruction. Law Faculties a given signal, two uniformed
Student Lectures
My o w n experience with
European students and those
from other parts of the world
has been similar to that of
Dean Pound. In Europe and
South America it is the cus-
torn to lecture during most
of the class sessions, reserv-
ing one weekly meeting, in
European 1 a w courses, for
discussion, and one or two
meetings in the Latin-Ameri-
can countries.
In Luxembourg, where I
lectured in 1960 to an audi-
ence composed of graduate
students a nd several mem-
bers of the International Fac-
ulty of Comparative Law,
from various countries, the
discussion meeting was con-
ducted jointly by a professor
of law from Caracas, Vene-
zuela and mnyself. Most of the
discussion. came from mem-
bers of the faculty and from
,a few students from German
universities, b e a r i n g out
Dean Pound's observations.
A few other students asked
questions, but they were di-
rected mainly to the clarifica-
tion of rules and principles
which had come up in the lec-
tures, with no question being
raised as to their validity. My
colleague had prepared for
the discussion meeting a list
of topics upon which the stu-
The role of the professor
of law is much more highly
regarded abroad than here.
The most striking example of
this attitude is the m u c h
greater weight which is given
by the legal profession to the
opinions of textwriters than
of judges. Comments of noted
professors of law on judicial
decisions form part of the
official reports. Citation of
leading textbooks is frequent,
in contrast to the almost com-
plete absence of citation, in
the opinions of the courts, of
judicial decisions in t h i s
country.
In many parts of the world
the members of the law fac-
ulties appear at the univer-
sities only at the lectures,
and then leave the university
to return to their law offices.
They do not have offices at
the universities, and there is
Si t t 1 e personal contact be-
tween students and faculty
members. Such relationships,
although deeply desired by
the students, are discouraged
by the faculty.
A colleague of mine, who
came from one of the l-eading
American law schools, told
me that he had been criti-
cized by his European col-
leagues for having had lunch
with a student. At the com-
pletion of a course of sum-
tiuilxies Itin r e w openi Ili
double doors, and the profes-
sor strode to the platform
while the class rose and stood
stiffly at attention. Even to-
day in European classrooms
it is the custom for students
already in the room to rise
when t h e professor enters,
and students arriving there-
after come to attention when
they enter the classroom and
bow to the professor before
taking their seats.
A French student who was
in my class at the University
of Liege last summer, and
whom I had been helping to
enroll for a year of graduate
work. in t h e United States,
was deeply grateful when I
gave him my address here.
He remarked t h a t he had
hoped I would permit him to
write to me, but that he had
not dared to ask. At a recep-
tion after my lecture at the
University of Paris, cakes
and champagne were served
by a uniformed attendant
adorned with a profusion of
gold braid.
Beneath such superficial
trappings of respect there re-
sides, I believe, a substantial
degree of sincerity; but I am
skeptical as to how much of
this attitude arises o u t of
traditional respect for au-
thority and how much of it
is really earned by those who
seem to accept it as their due,
Methods of Instruction
In all civil law countries
the substantive principles of
law have been codified. This
codification of substantive
law gives rise to what, in my
opinion, is an illusion of cer-
tainty, since the infinite var-
iations and complexity of hu-
man relationships have de-
fied compression within stat-
utory bounds. The deceptive
certainty of the codes has
strongly influenced the meth-
ods of instruction, which con-
sists largely of lectures pre-
pared in advance and which
are elaborations of and com-
mentaries on the provisions
of the substantive codes.
The lectures a r e written.
and are of t en reduced to
book form. Law is divided
generally into private, public,
and, in some countries, ad-
ministrative law, and a pro-
f e s s o r of law ordinarily
teaches the entire field of
one of these broad divisions.
This is of course possible only
because of the codification of
the substantive principles.
Within the field of private
law, the areas which we call
torts and contracts are
taught as a single subject,
which is called the law of ob-
ligations. The entire codifica-
tion of torts in French law
consists of five brief sections
of the Napoleonic Code. Per-
sonal property and real prop-
erty are taught as a single
branch of law called prop-
erty.
There can be no question
as to the thoroughness of the
education of European law
students, from the viewpoint
of their understanding of the
law has obviously been ex.-
tremely thorough, including'
a good working knowledge of
legal philosophy, legal his-
tory and Roman law, I have
the impression that students
rely too heavily on principlesi
of law and are inclined to be
somewhat at sea when prob-
lems are presented to them
which do not quite fit the
rules.
Much of the theoretical
evaluation of legal, principles
by judges, law teachers and
textwriters is wasted because
of lack of critical analysis by
their audiences. T'his is es-
pecially true in Italian law,
where the judicial opinions,
in spite of statutory require-
ment that reasons be given,
are laconically expressed, as
well as extremely difficult to
find; frequently the opinions
of courts are not printed, and
must be found in manuscript
or typescript form. In Italy,
the textwriters confine them.-
s e 1 v e s to developing doc-
trines on purely theoretical
b a s e s instead of relating
them to specific states of
fact. Rarely in this literature
are there discussions of the
operative effect of the princi-
ples of law in factual situa-
tions.
Student Agilityd
There was certainly no in-
dication of superior I e g a t
ability in any particular eth-
nic group of students. The
most brilliant student I have
had abroad was a young Iran-
ian who had studied at Kings'
College, Cambr-idge, I w a s
lecturing that year on equity
in Anglo-American and civil
law, and was rash enough to,
ask, in the introductory lec-
ture, f o r a description of
equity, in the comfortable ex-
pectation of being able to
ences in conceptual appi-oach
-Continued on Paq? 7
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It may not be common knowledge, but one of Hasting's
newest full time professors, George Neff Stevens, was of-
ficially clocked with the world's fastest time in the 220 yard
dash-19.9 seconds. He was, at the time running for the
Dartmouth track team in. a dual meet with Syracuse. This
astonishing record, 'however, did not entitle him to the
world's mark, because of a technical error that found he had
left the blocks on the command "Get Set" instead of "Go."
All his efforts did not go unrewarded. however, for the next
year he was elected captain of the Dartmouth track team.
It you have not guessed, Pro-
tessor Stevens did his undergrad- Washington-A Survey" (Wash-
iiate work at Dartmouth, where ington Law Review, Vol. 40, No.
he graduated in 1931. Thereafter 1 April, 1965). Another of his
he took a leisurely year's tour of
Europe. Upon his return, he set- more informative works is enti-
tled down to a serious three tled, "Admission To The Bar,
years of study at Cornell Law Disbarment and Disqualification
School. He later passed the New of Lawyers in Japan and the
York Bar the same year of his United S t a t e s-A Comparative
graduation, 1935. For the next Study" (Kaname Ohira and
two years, Professor Stevens was George Neff Stevens, Washing-
in private practice. ton Law Review, Vol. 38, No. 1).
Good Squasher Professor Stevens has distin-
His next step was teaching at quished himself with many activi-
1h e University of Louisville, ties in. the legal field. He served
Kentucky. (He claims he was as Executive Secretary of the
hired because the Dean liked to Washington Judicial C o unc il,
watch squash games, and Profes- from 1957 to 1963, and Commis-
soi- Stevens played good squash. sioner of Uniform State Laws
While at Louisville he earned (Washington), from 1955 to 1957,
his Masters Degree in Political and from 1959 to 19060. He is cur-
Science in 1941. Next, he taught rently a member of the Council
at the University of Cincinnati of Secretary of Legal Admissions
(1941-1942), and then at the Uni- to the Bar for the American Bar
vc r s i t y of Ohio (1946-1951), Association. (He always did like
where he earned the position of lengthy titles; for instance, his
Assistant Dean. high school-"The S i 1 v e r Bay
F r o m Western Reserve, he School for Boys of Above Intel-
forged ahead to become Dean at I e c t of Christian Character,
the University of Buffalo (1951- Lake Geor-ge.)
1952),, As if Dean Stevens isn't busy
From the blizzards of the East enough with teaching, writing,
Coast., the Northwest monsoons advising, he still finds time for
beckoned him to the University sports. Dean Amandes says he is
ofWsIton wee e a the only person he's ever seen
Dean fro0m 1952 to 1962. After that bowls with a slow straight
enyears as Dean, be decided ball that backs up to the right.
to return to what he calls, "fun And to top the sight of that, he
teaching"; which he did at the cnsoei h 2' ihi.O
lion O CivilProceurecanntheresortheven's wphsial en
done With Dean Richard Aman- Hastings College of the Law
dcs, 'The Defense of Indigent h on o rs another distinquished
Persons Accused of Crime in member to our faculty.
Continued fro-nt Page 6-
in various legal systems is
less serious an obstacle to
communication between law-
yers than~ is commonly be-
lieved. The differences in le-
gal techniques and concep-
tual approach cannot effec-
ively conceal the essential.
similarities o.-f the fundamen-
tal doctrines of most legal
systems. It is, in my opinion,Xhe language barrier rather
than differ-ences in funda-
mental principles wvhich is
chiefly resplk)iible f o r the
dif ficult y in cross - fertiliza-
IJen of legal. cultures.
Amer-iCan lawyers h a v e
much to learn from the civil.-
ian juri-sts, largely because of
the enormous advantage of
the civil law systems through
thb e i r almost complete ab-
sorption of the principles of
Roman law into the body of
the doctrine of those systems.
Both Anglo - American law
and civil law have much to
gain from a communication
between t he different cul-
tures. The best way, in my
opinion, to reach this result
is for members of the teach-
ing profession to direct their
attention to identifying the
common elements which un-
derlie the different systems,
and to carry the results of
their research to t h e stu-
dents, lawyers and law teach-
ers of other nations.
It is very difficult to im-
part even an elementary un-
derstanding of Anglo-Ameri-
can law to students trained in
the civil law, without drawing
s o m e comparisons between
the two master systems. Per-
haps the law library is not
the ideal plIa ce to enjoy
springtime in Paris; but the
experience of intimate con-
tact with law students from
different parts of the world
is thoroughly enjoyable and
offers opportunities for pro-
moting a closer understand-
ing, between nations, of their
common aspirations, which
a r e so closely reflected in
their laws.
Seven premieres, includ-
ing world premieres of three
major works,, and 30 distin-
guished. soloists' will high-
light the 1965-1966 San Fran-
cisco Symphony's Student
Forum series of 20 Wednes-
day night concerts at the
War Memorial Opera House.
The Unique Student For-
um concept, pioneered by
the San Francisco Symphony
Association, gives the oppor-
tunity for 3,000 Bay Area
college and graduate stu-
dents from 40 schools to at-
tend their own regular series
of symphonic performances
at greatly reduced prices.
In addition, the season's
guest artists appear on cam-
puses to discuss informally
their upcoming programs.
Now in its 26th year, the
Forum series will open Dec.
1 and end May 18, 1966. The
Orchestra's conductor and
musical director, M a e s t r o
Josef Krips, has assembled a
varied and exciting program.
Of the new works, young
American composer J oh n
Brodbin Kennedy's Sym-
phony in Two Movements
MAESTRO KRIPS
will be given its world pre-
miere performance on Jan.
5. A former violinist of the
Orchestra, Emanuel Leplin,
will have his Symphony No.
2 given its world premiere
on Jan. 19. Bay Area com-
poser Andrew Imbrie's Sym-
phony No. 1 will have its
first performance on May 11.
The American premiere of
British composer Mi ch ael1
Tippett's Fantasia Concer-
tante on a Theme of Corelli
will be heard on March 9.
West Co a st premieres in-
dlude William Schuman's
Symphony No. 8 (Jan. 5).
Humphrey Searle's Sym-
phony No. 204 (Jan. 26) and
Leonard Bernstein's suite
from "On the Waterfront"
(M ay 4).
Among the many guest
artists that will appear
throughout the regular sea-
son are guest conductors
Hans S c h m i d t - Isserstedt,
Igor Stravinsky and Robert
Craft. Another guest conduc-
tor will be announced.
Piano soloists include
Claudio Arrau, Andre Watts,
John Browning, Patricia Mi-
chaelian, Nikita Magaloff,
Wilheim Kempff and Gary
Graff man. Violinists will be
Josef Suk, Ruggiero Ricci,
concertmaster Jacob Krach-
malnick, Isaac Stern, Bay
Area violinist Austin Reller,
and James Oliver Buswell,
IV. Young Buswell made an
auspicious debut with the
New York Philharmonic last
season.
Other instrumental soloists
include the orchestra's first
-Continued on Page 8
Reasonable attitudes and a spirit of mutual cooperation
must be the goals of every bar association in working with
the Office of Economic -Opportunity's program to provide
legal services for the poor, American Bar Association Pres-
ident Edward W. Kuhn told The Missouri Bar last month.
Speaking at The Missouri Bar's
annual meetingr at the Muehie- Delegaates, has agreed toQ extend
bach Hotel, the newly elected its cooperation to the O.E.O "in
ABA chief executive officer said the development and implement-
lawyers should cooperate with ing of programs for expanding
The O.E.O., he said, is a direct available legal services to mndi.-
sist that cooperation be a two- gents and persons of low income,
way street." such programs to utilize to the
The O.E.O., he said, in a direct maximum extent deemed feasible
result of the current "period of the experience and facilities of
national stocktaking." The nation the organized bar." A special,
is re-evaluating its present insti- ABA committee has been ap-
tutions in or-der to accommodate pointed to study the whole spec-
them to present day living and trum of the availability of legal
to plan for the future needs of a services.
contemplated population of 350,- Kuhn cited the appearance of
000,000 people. O.E.O. Director Sargent Shriver
"The courts and the legal pro- at the ABA's recent annual meet-,
fession," Kuhn said, "have not ing as the opportunity for every
escaped this critical analysis and lawyer in the nation to learn of
are on trial before the bar of this public-private program:
public opinion in the field of "We have his word that the
legal services." agency is not attempting to im-
Kuhn referred to the change in pose a uniform federal blueprint
the lawyer's status in the past for the rendition of legal services
century. Until the 1900's, few peo- to the poor; not trying to replace
ple were highly educated and the lawyers with social workers or
lawyer's skills were in great de- laymen; not trying to subvert the
mand. But, in the ensuing years, canons of ethics; not trying to
general literacy has dilutted the destroy the independence of the
lawyer's own literacy skill. More- bar or socialize the legal profes.
over, with the growth and size of sion. Each and every 1 a w y e r
government, there has grown up should and must take him at his
an army of officials who work in word."
the highly specialized and stand- The ABA president said that a
ardized procedures that lawyers lawyer of distinction is being
formerly handled. sought to head the O.E.O. legal.
"In 1964," he said, "the present services agency and an advisory
administration co nc e i ved and committee, composed of leaders
launched its program, against pov- of the profession, is being formed
erty, a concept which if carried to direct the project.
along reasonable, proper and self- "One might observe," he added,
less lines cannot be objection- "that local legal aid and lawyer
able. Compared to the vast total referral facilities are taking care
budget available to eradicate pov- of the public needs for legal.
erty, legal services command only services. The local communities
a minuitepowrtion the~reoa f, but th -9have the burden of proof and.
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
LIBRARY
New books added to the Library
October 1965
LOAN DESK OR STACKS
Alexander, Franz, and Staub, Hugo. The criminal, the
judge, and the public: a psychological analysis. Rev.
ed., with new chapters by Franz Alexander. 1956.
Burns, Joseph W. A study of the antitrust laws: their
administration, interpretation, and effect. 1958.
Curtis, Arthur F. A treatise 'on the law of arson cover-
ing the decisions of all American states and terri-
tories, and including those of England and the British
Colonies. 1936.
The Federalist. Enduring Federalist, edited and ana-
lyzed by Charles A. Beard. 2d ed. 1959.
Hurst, James Willard. Law and social process in United
States history. 1960.
Kerchove, Rene. International maritime dictionary: an
encyclopedic dictionary of useful maritime terms and
phrases, together with equivalents in French and
German. 2d ed. 1961.
Knauth, Arnold Whitman. The American law of ocean
bills of lading. 4th ed. 1953.
Kolbrek, LeRoy M., and Porter, George W. The law
of arrest, search and seizure. 1965.
Lorenzen, Ernest G. Selected articles on the conflict
of laws. 1947.
Main, Jackson Turner. The Antifederalists: critics of
the Constitution, 1781-1788. 1961.
Silverstein, Lee. Defense of the poor in American state
courts. 1965.
Trebach, Arnold S. The rationing of justice: constitu-
tional rights and the criminal process. 1964.
SUTRO ROOM
Gallatin, Albert. The writings of .. edited by Henry
Adams. 3 vols. 1960.
Kennedy, Ludovic. Ten Rillingtorn Place. 1961.
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Friday, October 8, Vincent Hallinan, prominent San Fran-
cisco attorney and sometimes author, spoke to the student
body of Hastings College of the law on the topic, "How To
Practice Law While Remaining Honest." Mr. Hallinan at-
tempted to point out the pitfalls that await the neophyte
lawyer in the cold cruel world of Law. The speaker did not
feel himself constrained by the topic but lectured the
budding attorneys on subjects ranging from the war in Viet
Nam to the economic structure of the United States.
The times that Mr. Hallinan
did find himself speaking on the Machiavellian tactics of the
main topic he was, to say the Bank of America one would be
least, not a walking advertise- led to believe that Mr. Hallinan's
ment for the American Bar As- mte a rgtndb
sociation. He warned his listen- mte a rgtndb
ers of the proclivity of district Bank of America passbook while
attorneys toward framing those bearing him. The noted attorney
they prosecute and generally im- then proceeded to explain his
plated the notion that they are own personal theory (the "Hal-
an untrustworthy lot. The only linan Theory") of law and pos-
positive thingr the prominent at- sibly of life. This theory can be
torney could say f or the legal summed up in very f ew words,
prof ession was that it was the the richest client wins.
most vicious profession in a Mr. Hallinan finally answered
world full of vicious professions. his topical question by saying
On the political and economic that it was impossible for an at-
system of the United States, Mr. torney to be successful and re-
Hallinan briefly explained that main completely honest. He
ten per cent of the population stated his opinion perfectly and
control ninety percent of the concisely when he stated that an
wealth and control all the elect- attorney must learn to be a "liar
ed officials from Washington, and a hypocrite," and Mr. Hal-
D.C. down to the local city hall. linan seems to have learned his
California, he claimed, was pres- lessons well.
ently controlled by the Bank of _______
America which exerted its will
on the subservient courts.
After his dissertation on the CasI*e e tio
ECONOMIC OPP.
Continued from Page 7-
possible revision of the Canons
has already been launched by the
ABA and experience in render-
ing legal services for the poor
may provide useful guides as to
the form some of those revisions
might take. The questions of so-
licitation, lay control, use of lay
intermediaries, the confidential-
ity of lawyer-client relation-
ship, unauthorized practice of law
and collaboration with other pro-
fessions will emerge. While sim-
ple expansion of existing legal
services may not raise these
problems, development of new
forms of representation may."
SYMPHONY
Continued from Page 7-
violinist Rolf Persinger, first
cellist Robert Sayre, and
French flutist Michel Debost.
Vocal soloists include so-
pranos Adele Addison,
Judith Raskin, Mary Costa,
Pierrette Alarie, and Maria
Stader. Mezzo sopranos are
Frances Bible a nd Janet
Baker; tenors listed include
Richard Verreau, L e op old
Simoneau and Richard Lewis;
basses include Thomas Paul
and Yi-Kwei Sze.
Tickets for the entire sea-
son of 20 concerts at the
Opera House are priced at
$20.00, $25.00, and $35.00,
representing savings of over
50% from the usual price
scale.
For complete information
about the season, or for
ticket purchases contact









Beginning October 24 all
students m ay acquire PSA
reservations to San Diego and
Los Angeles including return
flights without phoning or im-
mediate payment by contact-
ing M ik e Miller 2A at all
times and at the Student Body
Off ice (r o o m 201) Monday
and Friday between 2:30 and
3:30 p.m. This will assure your
reservation and the student
will not have to play until 15
minutes before flight time.
















The Law Students Civil Rights
Research Counsel has -recently
announced it is planning to orga-
nize a chapter at Hastings Col-
lege of the Law. Students who
join will be griven the oportunity
to research various problems in
the field of constitutional law for
local attorneys. The program has














of other major law schools and
the Counsel expresses optimism
as to its future at Hastings.
Several students will be select-
ed from those members active in
the Bay Area to take part in a
summer long program. The sum-
mer work will consist of working
with a Civil Rights attorney in
the southern part of the United
States on general pro'blems in the
civil rights field, The Counsel
considers the work highly reward-
ing in a moral if not a monetary
sense.
Those interested in this pro' -
gram should contact either Rob-
er-t Mittel, 111-A, Ted Stiles, IIl-B,
or Herb Schwartz Ill-B in person
or by telephoning at 845-4813,
Though "70" makes a
golfer quite ecstati
At Hastings it's deemed
slightly erratic
So, if you're hoping for a
"195," don*'t spend time improving your drive?
ALL SORTS OF GRADE BOOSTERS AVA ILAB LE AT
138 McAllister St. UN 3-2900
Harry B. Lake and Kenneth W. Lake Law Books
Meal Tickets
Ten Dollar Book for Nine Dollars
158 McAllister Hours: 7 to 7
Delicatessen and Restaurant
* CATERING.9





TO PUT IT ANOTHER WAY, WHICH COME FIRST
With regard to Federal Law does a lawyer
Staz-t by building his Federal practice with. United States Co,.
Annotated as the foundation and thereby establish that hie isi
.quipped to answer Federal questions . - or does he,
Delay until the day lie has somehow accumulated a number oi'
Federal questions before getting the United States Code
Annotated to find the answers ?
We all know that the more a lawyer can show he is equippedi
to deal with problems, the more likely he will be recommended,'
retained, or referred. Discover how easy it is to own USCA'
(Less than 500 a day buys it) and what USCA can do for youo
Call or write for full details.
For San Francisco area: c, For Peninsula area-





GOOD FOOD - GOOD CHEER
at
Number Nine Jones
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